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I watched the following video today and I like this man named Eran Efrati. I like what he said
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and I like how he said it. This man is speaking truth to power. Power pretends to care about
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the people who they falsely claim to represent. Many of my articles show that very thing.
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The satanic USA government and ALL of the state and local governments are great at
pretending and they have a ever ready "news" media that willingly parrots the lies to the TV
viewers.
The governments lie with willful abandon and the "news" media parrots the lies while
showing the viewing audience some pictures to make the government lies appear to be true.
It's a real con job from start to finish and it's designed to SELL whatever lies are being
promoted in any given story. The TV news is like watching a 30 minute "infomercial", but
sadly, many people think that it's real just because it's called the "News".
As an example, I wrote the article Arizona is "Dog Training" Drivers where I show you the
lies about the OK City bombing after some "driving instructor" brought it up in a TV "news"
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story to justify brainwashing Arizona drivers. The TV "news" station was "Johnny on the
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inmate attire as he was being escorted by a small army of guards and cops WHILE the
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spot" with a video showing Timothy McVeigh, the accused "bomber", wearing orange jail
"driving instructor" spoke about Timothy McVeigh having a gun at the time of his arrest.
What can we surmise from that? A reasonable person could say that this "news" story was
pre-fabricated long before it aired on TV. People working at the TV station were well
prepared to show us the videos of Arizona Highway Patrolmen talking to stopped motorists
in different locations along streets and freeways while the "driving instructor" was talking
in the background. That does NOT "just happen". That entire "news" segment was a
fictionalized construct that was designed to SELL the story. It was ALL FAKE. It was like
watching any advertisement on TV, but this particular fairy tale was labeled "news".
Anyway........ here is the video that I found very interesting. As you listen to this man, I ask
you to think American Police as he details his experiences in the Israeli military, because I
found his comments to be very much in line with what I have been sharing on this website
concerning the BAD actions of the police.
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Israeli Soldier's Explosive Tell-All: "Palestinians are Right to Resist"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkxJd88xkBU
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/Israeli-SoldiersExplosive-Tell-All-Palestinians-are-Right-to-Resistmp4-108432
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Published on Mar 20, 2017
"In a rare, candid conversation, Abby Martin interviews a former Israeli Army combat soldier
who served as an occupier in Palestine’s Hebron City."
A very similar pattern is happening in America at the hands of the police, as what Eran Efrati
described as happening in Israel. I have posted a few videos that mirror that same type of
behaviour.
John Stossel - Rise Of The Warrior Cop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pan58y2EBbE
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/John-Stossel--Rise-Of-The-Warrior-Copmp4-107989
No-knock SWAT raid leaves Texas father dead, family traumatized
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKZ0F5QatYU
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or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/No-knock-SWATraid-leaves-Texas-father-dead-family-traumatizedmp4-107990
Victim of a No-Knock SWAT Raid Speaks Out - Murfreesboro, TN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlNONxwloms
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or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/Victim-of-a-NoKnock-SWAT-Raid-Speaks-Out---Murfreesboro-TNmp4-107991
SWAT Team honored for raiding wrong house
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFnmZKl5WEA
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/20080729-SWATTeam-honored-for-raiding-wrong-housemp4-107988
As you noticed, the title of this article comes from Radley Balko, the author of the book
"Rise of the Warrior Cop". Mr. Balko deserves our attention. He is exactly correct in the
things that I have heard him say. Here is a link with some other videos that feature him.
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=the+rise+of+the+warrior+cop

Everything that you see happening with the military and the police is planned. The ONE
World Military and the ONE World Police Force requires that ALL countries do things the
very same way. That is why there is JOINT TRAINING happening all around the world for
the police and the military. It's happening all around us at this very moment.
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As always, trust God and trust the King James Bible.
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